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Barge Hall filnied.
The Runner Stumbles is filming
in Ellensburg. For the last two
weeks, the movie, directed by
Stanley Kramer and starring Dick
Van Dyke, Ray Bolger, Maureen
Stapleton, Kathleen Quinlan and
Beau Bridges, shot location shots
in .Roslyn.

The location-shooting in Roslyn,
held at the Catholic Church at
Idaho & B street and in the City
Hall, drew a crowd of townspeople
to watch the filming. Mostly older,
the people quietly watched the
precise workmanship of Kramer
and his troop of actors.

Now, the film crew has moved to
Ellensburg; shooting interior
scenes at a Central-owned warehouse next to the Physical Plant
building and is filming outdoor
shots in front of Barge Hall.

The people observing the
filming saw scenes shot over and
over again until they were
precisely what Kramer wanted.
Once he even made his production
crew tear down a camera and

framework because it stood two
inches too high.
The crew
dutifully pulled down the heavy
equipment and set it up again. '; <<" .,, c:::
One amateur Seattle filmmaker;~=> ':~C''''"'
even spent his vacation filming the~~:Yj;;ii:!~~!
Hollywood professionals. Wheni/I.--,__ ··
asked why, he just said that he
thought it would be an interesting
way to use his free time.
Kramer told the Roslyn children ,
.
·
used as extras to jump rope for a ITS CRACKERJACK !-Dick Van Dyke shows his glee over the successful
scene shot in the playground of the s~ooting of a scene. Each scene is shot over and over again from many
Catholic school depicted in the different angles to insure a perfect final result.
(Cont. on page 6)
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MOVIE RAILROAD-Appreciative crowds wcitch the filming of Stanley
Kramer's movie, "The R~nner Stumbles", In front of Barge Hall. Tit•

p..Odud!on crew built a rallroad to ensure smooth filming of Dick Van
Dyke and- Ray Bolger walklng past the building.
,

Business Week speakers_rap governmeµt
a payroll of 6,000 people, has
doubled its public affairs staff,
hired legal counsel and started an
environmenta..I affairs' staff within
the last four .years because of rules
laid down by government agencies.
Lewis said the rule duplication
and conflict of regulations between
agencies cause a major headache
for business.
Both businessmen, in · small
group meetings following the~
speeche$, said it would be
beneficial if each regulatory law
passed had a time limit. After
regulation reached the limit it
could be evaluated to see if it was
necessary or beneficial to ~ociety.
Mary Lou Ireland, manager . of
employment training for People's
National Bank of Seattle, said a
· variety of work-week arrangements will be the norm in the
future.
She said, "We're seeing it
already, employees want more
control over when they go to work
and how much time they work.
They want those choices."
Ireland said cer_tain businesses
will always have to maintain
traditional business hours to serve
the public but wherever possible,
employees' choice of work schedules will be considered.
·"Money is no longer the primary
how the American free enterprise system works by motivator for employees," accordparticipating in mock companies and list~ning to ing to Ireland, "Flex time, job
distinguished speakers. _
sharing and more part-time jobs

Speakers at Business Week; a
over 1,000 participants. It has also
program teaching high school attracted a great variety of
students about fr~e . enterprise,
speakers.
blasted. the effects. of go.vei:!1~ent · ·9 All si)eakers are giving their
re~at1ons on busm~ss, pre<I1~.id...._ti~~ to tell high school students
flexible work-weeks m the future•-!)ol!_ahe perils and rewards of the
and. fo~eto~d a national recession
Anfian free enterprise syst-em.
begmnm~ m 1979.
.
. . They offered business-qriented
The event held at,·; Centr:aJ. • ~olutions to the problems facing
Washint:,""ton University nd spon-·· industry and small business.
sored by the Association of _ Joe Leitzinger of Simpson-TimWashington Business will attract her Company and Harry Lewis,

.

ALL BUSINESS-Hall Wolff, director of Business
Week speaks to an assembly of high school students
on the Central campus. These students are learning

owner of Wood Fabricators Inc.,
t0Ta-aoo=-p1u8 Business --Week
s.udents that government regulations make it increasingly diqicult ·
for U.S. products to compete on
the world market.
Leitzinger said, "The heavy cost
of time diverted from production
to deal with regulations is to a
great extent passed right on to the ·
consumer."
He noted Simpson Timber, with

will be available in the job market
because people will demand
them."
In another Business Week
speech, William Jeske, chief
accountant for Pacific Northwest
Bell Company, member of the
governor's Economic Advisory
Council and one of the Northwest's
top economists, predicted a national recession beginning in 1979.
Jeske believed, however, Washington State will not be badly
affected because of the.strength of
Washington's basic industries and
· a contmued immigration of new
residents and new businesses.
Washington suffered less than
most states in the 1973-75
recession and has been growing
- economically ever since at a far
faster rate than the remainder of
the United States, in Jeske's
· opinion.
The economist said the state's
timber-plywood, aerospace and
metals industries will continue to
be solid bases for Washington's
continued growth. To illustrate
this, he noted there are 100,000
more jobs_ in Washington today
than at this time a year ago.
Jeske said that his prediction of
an upcoming recession could be
altered by policies instigated by
- the nation's banks and the federal
government.
He said their
reaction to what he sees as an
inevitable downturn in the nation's
economy _ will determine ·the
depths of the recession.
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Decreased budget approved

News Notes
GRAD KILLED IN ACTION

Air Force Major San Dewayne Francisco, a 1966 Central
graduate and member of the undefeated 1963 Wildcat football
-team, has been confirmed a Vietnam casualty by the U.S. Air
Force.
He had been officially listed missing in action since his plane was
shot down over Quang Binh Province, North Vietnam, on
November 25, 1968.
At the time he went down, ·near North Vietnamese camp,
Francisco stayed in radio contact with rescue pilots for a brief .
time, reporting that he was uninjured. However, rescue attempts
failed and no further information was ever received.
Francisco's wife and son reside in Seattle. His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. ·H.L. Francisco, live in Burbank, Washington.
CAMPUS INTERVIEW

The following- school district will be on campus interviewing
interested candidates. Sign-up schedules are posted one week, to
the day before the arrival of the interviewer.
Leavenworth School District, Leavenworth-August 1.
1. 1st Grade Teacher
2. High School Music-Vocal & Instrumental
3. High School English
4. Elementary Principal
5. . Vocational Business Education
TENNIS CLINIC

There are a few vacancies left for the 3rd Annual Alumni
sponsored Tennis Clinic on July 28; 29 & 30. The total cost of the
three days of instruction and play is $31 including a tennis T-shirt,
a can of tennis balls, a lunch and picnic dinner. If you or members
of your family who are high school age and older would like to have
the benefit of Neil Roberts and his staffs tennis expertise, give the
Alumni Office a call.
Really outstanding reports have come in from past clinics.
Rop~rts ~ses indoor and outdoor court~. spends -~U .<:l.!LY a_1l~. _al_
l
evening Friday and Saturday working with the participants; It's
a_lot of fun but it's also very fine training. _
Pick up a brochure from the Alumni Office, Barge Hall, room
310, or phone 963-2752.
'

\.

in a special session Central's . Studies upon recommending
Board of Trustees approved -two· Madge A. Young as the center's
separate operating budgets to be - new director.
Her appointment was added late
forwarded to Olympia on behalf of
the institution for the 1979-81 to the board's agenda in order to
take early action, according to Dr.
biennium.
The board approved a target · Harrington.
The proposed function of the
budget set by the Office of
Financial Management for Central ·center as a self-supporting operaof $43.4 million which, according to tion providing student developVice President for Business ment services, academic offerings
Affairs Courtney S. Jones, is a $2 and special assistance to women,
million decrease from current drew praise from both ·the
audience and the trustees._
levels.
In other action, Dean Burton
Also in concurrent action the
trustees sent to Olympia anotlier Williams read to the trustees a
budget ·requesting $53.6 million memoriam for Professor Lynn R.
which reflects approximately a Osborn, former ·chairman of the
$5.6 million increase in instruction university's Communication Deand primary support above the partment. Professor Osbor~ was
target level mandated by Olympia. cited for his international contriOther areas increased by the bQtions to his field plus his
university's second budget were humanistic approac~ to life.
The board addressed · several
student services, library operations and acquisitions, institutional business matters by adopting the
support and plant utilities. Each state guidelines of the Environarea was increased by approxi- mental Policy Act, cancelling the
mately $1 million to meet university's excess automobile
anticipated operation levels ac- liability insurance and resolving a
contract dispute on the physical
cording to Jones.
· In other action by the board, Dr. education building's addition.
In personnel actions the board
James E. Brooks in his last trustee
meeting as Central's ·president approved the resignations of
presented to the board a list of Juana R. Horn, assistant professor
building and room names, which of Home Economics, Foods &
Nutrition; Fern L. O'Neil, chairwas adopted.
However, the board did not man of Home Economics, Family &
release the new names pending Consumer Studies, and Clarence
notification of the families in,. Beecher, associate professor of
Ethnic Studies. The board also
volved. .
_
- Academic Vice President Ed- released John M. Rinehart, assisward J. Harrington · reported to tant professor of Music from his
the board on the status of contract.
Special Assistant to the Presic .e ntraf's C-enter for- Women's.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS
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WE HA VE THEM!
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MAKE US
YOUR JEANS
HEA·D QUARTERS
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
\

603 North Main

9-25-5539

Year after year, semester after
semester, the CollegeMaster ®from
Fidelity Union Life has been the
most accepted, most popular plan .
on campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster~ Field Associate zn
your area: 925-4175'

~
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DAVE BLANu
9 25-4177
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JIM CHUN
925-4177
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DON CLEMAN
925 4175
·

A

MARILYN
MARKS
925-4176

FIDEUTY UNION LTFE
-706 8th Avenue In the Pbu:a

dent, Jimmie R. Applegate, was
·appointed Interim Dean of Professional Studies beginning September 1 until August 31, 1979 or until
a per:rnanent dean is appointed.
,Donald G~ Dietrich was appointed Assistant Director of Career
Planning & Placement also beginning September 1.
Professor Anne S. Denman
received several part-time assignments to the Graduate School, the
Anthropology Department and the
Accreditation ·& Self-Study Team.
An increase in the graduate
binding fee was also approved.
Graduate Deal) Dale Comstock
noied that the old $5 fee had not
been increased in the last 16 years.
The,.. new cost will be $8 for
graduate students requiring thesis
paper bindin_g...
· --The next regwar meeting of the
'.t rustees is set for September 8.

G.I. Bill
seen as
successful
1

The nation's GI Bill education
program, which began its thirtyfifth year this summer, has
brightened the lives of more than ·
17.4 million veterans, according to
Max Cleland, Administrator of
Veterans Affairs.
"Since President Franklin Roosevelt signed the first GI Bill in
1944," the V .A. chief said,
"America has invested more than
$46 billion in educating GI Bill
recipients. This investment has
been and will continue to be sound
and wise.
"The third GI Bill, in effect since
1966, is still available to many
Vietnam Era veterans," Cleland
said, "and V.A. is involved in a
campaign to encourage them to
use this valuable benefit."
The participation rate under the
current bill is higher than either of .
its two , predecessors, with 7.2
million veterans and service
personnel, or 65 percent of those
eligible, having taken some form of
training. Under the original
World War II bill, 7.8 million out of
th~ 15:4 million. eligible, or 50.5
percent, used benefits. The rate
was 43.4 percent for the Korean
Conflict bill, when 2.4 ·million · of
-the 5.5 million eligible trained
under this popular program.
A greater number of those
training under the current bill
us~d benefits for college courses
than the other two programsnearly 58.7 percent compared t~
50.7 percent for Korean Conflict
veterans and 28.6 percent for
veterans of World War ll.
Current GI Bill rates for a
veteran going to school full-time
are $311 monthly; a veteran with
one dependent draws $370 monthly, with two dependents, $422
monthly, and an extra $26 for each
additional dependent .
In addition to monthly checks,'
Vietnam Era veterans may be
eligible for free counseling and
tutorial assistance, extra pay for
engaging in V.A.'s work-study
program, and low-interest V.A.
educational loans.

BRANTLEY'S
We've moved
from the Plaza.
414 N. Pearl
Next to Bonanza
88.
Come on in
and see usl

July 27, 1978
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Keep The
Faith

Fanrllies invade dorm
BY PAT HADALLER

College life. The relaxed, simple
and carefree life. When most
people hear the phrase, college
life, they think of young people
between the ages of 18 and 24
basking in the sun or playing
volleyball.
When one walks by StephensWhitney, a dormitory in the center
of the Central campus, he is
accustomed to hearing loud music
and seeing young students swarming all over the place. But, this is
not the case during summer
quarter.

During the regular academic
year there a·r e 220 students,
mostly freshmen and sophomores,
living there. But if one walks into
the Stephens-Whitney corridor
this summer he is likely to see
little kids riding bicycles and
tricycles, around and around the
.corridor.
No, that little girl on the tricycle
is not the paper girl, she is one of
the 16 children living with their
parents in the dorm. According to
the Housing Office, there are
approximately ten families living
on campus, many of whom live in
Stephens Whitney.

KIDS, KIDS, KIDS-When summer comes, kids come back to
Central's campus. Teachers returning for th.;lr 5th year often
bring their families for a vacation, so kids on bikes, skateboards
and even pogo sticks go wandering around campus.

"Summer quarter is excellent,"
said Mike Coyne, one of the
Stephens-Whitp.ey managers.
"The atmosphere is so much more
relaxed. It's a · good change."
As Mike and some of his friends
were talkin~ in front of his
apartment, a · little girl with her
hair in pony-tails, strolled up to
these strangers on her tricycle and
proudly said, "I'm going to school."
When asked what she is taking
in school, she looks down at the
ground and · shyly whispers, "I
don't know." In the same instant
she speeds away on her tricycle
shouting, "Watch me! - I can go
fast."
All this time her older brother
who appears to be about six years
old is riding his bicycle around the
corridor, watching intently as his
sister talked with these strangers.
It appears his mother told him to
keep an eye on his sister.
Why would -anyone who is
married, especially with children,
want to live in a dormitory? Most
of the families said that summer
quarter is too s-h ort a period of
time to set up housek~eping.
Others said they had been
looking forward to a change of
pace and considered their stay in
Ellensburg a vacation. "Nobody
likes to do dishes and that sort of
thing when on vacation," said one
housewife.·
Most of the parents who live in
Stephens-Whitney have lived in
dormitories while going to undergraduate school. Living in the
dorm brings back old memories.
The relaxed atmosphere, minimal
responsibility, and nothing that is
of major concern.
One resident spoke of how the
life in the residence halls has
changed since he went to school.
Other students about 20 years old
or so are dorm managers instead
of older adults. He was also
amazed that not only does each
dorm have telephone and cable
hook-ups, but each room has them.
In summary this old-timer said
college life sure isn't very realistic.
But, it is a good change for a while.

Rev. Don Caughey
?u v:m

"~
k~o': the truth, and the truth will
fa~1har_ msc~1pt1on on ~cho~l libraries. It is

make you free," is a
also an assumption
which underlies our society s support for education, something of
more than casual significance for all of us at Central. But
· elsewhere in the Bible are passages which suggest that people
pr.~fer myth~ to t~e truth even when they have known the truth.
The La~ is written on the Gentiles' hearts, robbing them of the
excus.e of ignora~ce; and even the Church_will depart from sound
teachmg, preferrmg teachers who will flatter and reassure them to
the freedom of the truth according to St. Paul. The problem is not
that we do not know the truth but that we refuse to accept it. The
trut~ hurts because, as with Pogo's famous search for the enemy,
we fmd out that the enemy is us and lies we prefer.
In a recent column, Tom Wicker wrote what seems to me to be
?n-target abo~t inflation and unemployment, but what is generally
!gnored or reJected as heresy by those who would like to believe
t~at o?r economic sickness can be cured without attacking the
d1spar1ty between wealth and poverty. Wicker pointed out that
both inflation and unemployment are symptoms of great
concentrations of c~pital and economic leverage. The prevailing
w~sdo~. ha~ bee~ that we mus~ choose between full employment
. with r1smg mflat10n or lowered mflation with high unemployment.
But inflation is really a mei1;sure of the inability of the economically
powerless to exchange their products and services for fair value.
No one questions the right of the corporations to make "reasonable
profits or for u?ions to improve conditions for their members; but
the problem is that the . powerful corporations, professional
·associations and some unions are always first in line while others
-are left out. Like hogs at a trough, the strong eat and the weak
starve.
Wicker was defending the . policy of .wage and price controls
which politicians generally denounce since politics suffers from the
same power imbalance as the economy. I don't expect politicians
to lead the people on this issue, but I would hope that .the people
who suffer from inflation and unemployment might choose the
truth over the myth. It would be nice to believe that the people
would support progressive rather that regressive tax str\lctures
and would tire of the ·cynical blackmail practiced by large
corporations. Socialism for the rich and capitalism for the poor is
exactly what we practice. We flay the poor through the "welfare"
system and wink at graft and corruption in government contracts
and corporate schemes which is much more expensive to the
taxpayer.
I~ ~ country. where the ratio of wealth to poverty is similar to
India s, one might expect the peasants to revolt, but for some
reason we tend to prefer the illusion of democracy and the
reassur~n.ce that ~he system is working well enough to the truth.
That this is done m the name of freedom only increases the irony.
We know the truth, but it only makes us nervous ~nd fearful.

--

Loan rules changed?
The Department of Health,
Education & Welfare's Office of
Education recently proposed rules
which would require each educa. tional institution participating in
the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program (G.S.L.P.) to have a fair
and equitable refund policy.
Thus, if a student borrower left
s~hool before completing the
education paid for by the guaranteed loan, any unused portion of
the loan funds would be returned
to the lender. This would reduce
the amount of -the student's loan
debt.
Such a reduction also would
mean lower costs to the federal
government, since it would
reduce the amount of interest and
special allowance the Office of
Education (0.E.) pays to lenders
on the outstanding balance of
Guaranteed Student- Loans.
Further, the federal insurance
obligation on defaulted loans
would be less.
The proposed rules also set
forth the criteria_ the O.E. would
use in determining whether a
particular school's refund policy is
fair and equitable. For example,
the refund policy would have to
take into consideration the .period
for which tuition, fees, and room &
board ha~ been paid; the length of
· time the student was enrolled; and
both the kinds - and amount of
instruction, equipment, and other
services provided the student
during his or her enrollment.
In addition, the proposed rules:

specify when a student's enrollment will be considered to have
ended for . the purposes of
calculating a refunq; require that
the refund be paid within 40 days
after enrollment ends; specify the
minimum amount that inust be_

refunded; specify the portion of
the total student aid refund that
will be allocated to the guaranteed
· 1oan; require that education
institutions that close or change
ownership make provisions for the ·
paym~n.J_: ofrefunds that are _due.

Hours: 8-5
Mon.-Sat.
Open Tues.,
Wed., & Thurs.
till l Op.m~
by appointment only.

925-HAIR

Wed., Thurs. & Sat.
Aug. 2nd, 3rd & 5th

-PEGASUS
One night only!
A 4-piece band with
a dynamite show!
Friday, Aug. 4th
All music starts at 9 p.m.

707 N.Main

EADHUNTE
-HAIR CARE STUDIO

--OLD VANTAGE HWY

ELLENSBURG

PHONE • 9G2 - 9997
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Robin Campo

~·
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TheDEF's ofC. W.U.
Two weeks ago I took you on a sport w~ich, in the past, had been
little tour of our lovely campus. It limited to one sex. The student
wasn't quite like the one you might was told that he could not register,
have taken when you first Title IX or not.
When
considered attending Central. It pressed for evidence to back up his
was a rather seamy tour to whfon· claim, all the Athletic Director
there were many comments made could do was the famous paperto this editorialist expressing shuffle routine while confronting
familiarity with the plights therein the student with the quotation,
described. All of this prompted now famous as well, "If we did it
me to continue the tour, having a for you, we'd have to do it for
few incidents related to me that everybody." The student asked
were worthy of exposure. Again, whether or not that was the intent
anonymity was requested by of Title IX? "Well, go talk to this
Students "D", "E", and "F" to guy. He'll give you enough money
protect them from recriminations. to start your own team," respondHeading onto the upper campus, ed the A.D. No money was found
we find Language Lane. A lesser and the wild goose pecked the
traveled lane, to say the least.
student in the eye while attemptStudent "D" needed one specific ing to secure the Golden Egg.
class to complete a minor this
King's Highway is our last stop.
quarter since next quarter was Famous for its Highwaymen, the
destined to take place out of state. highway has been the scene of
. Upon discovering that Student numerous robberies over the
"D" was not intending to reattend years.
The latest victim was
Central immediately, the traffic Student "F", who lost a substantial
cop in charge of lane changes (class sum of money to the Highwaymen
substitutions) told the student under the guise o~ procliring "a
that "when you find out where you special fee.'~ The money was lost
will be finishing up your travels in the gray area, known to
then come back and we'll talk."
frequent travellers of the highway
Well, by that time it would be . as "September Experience." The
t~ late since the one quarter -money paid for the right to attend
· which Student "D" had left would this professional sequence class
be used in a quarter-long profes-. was not applied to Fall Quarter's
sional sequence endeavor. Say tuition, contrary to popular stug90dbye to 17 credits of course- dent belief and contrary to a
work and one degree.
secretary's opinion obtained over
Student "E" was found on Wild the telephone. Student "F" had a
Go9se Way.
The student · real September · experience and
attempted to register for a varsity never left the campus.

The question has been asked,
"What can a student do when led
down Rip-Off-Road?" Nothin.g
right now. There is no official
student grievance procedure for
Central students who, very frequently, need one to cut through
the red tape of Red Tape Alley and
the bureaucratic bungles common
on Foul-Up Freeway.
The Board Of Control can take a
concrete step in a positive
direction (now that the decision
has been made to remove the
A.S.C. Constitution from under
state law) by proposing and
instituting a student grievance
procedure that has some teeth.
Many students find themselves
in a bind caused by the faculty or
the Administration with nowhere
to turn for help. A grievance
procedure that would be accepted
by the Faculty Senate, Administration, and the Board Of Control
will, undoubtedly, be accepted by
the Board Of Trustees.
A procedure that can be used
without the faculty members of
the committee refusing to reprimand a colleague out of fear of
· being identified as a turncoat or
the Administrative members
straddling the proverbial fence is
sorely needed. Without one, the
slogan Central uses-First in fact,
now in name-referring to the new
name, will be just that-a slogan.
And that, after all, would be more
in the style of a small college. Like
Central. ·

Nate Smith

a\

The runner grumbles

Hey, did you all hear? They're
filming a movie right here in the
Kittitas Valley! I'm not joking, it's
a real movie, not just another
made-for-T.V. disaster movie, not
just another foreign film with
intense Europeans drinking wine,
not just another demonpossession·
movie (now playing at a drive-in
near you); it's a bonafide,
really-for-truly MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE EXPERIENCE! And
they're filming it right here.
You may have-heard that. In
fact, you may have read about it in
this very paper. For all I know,_

.

you may be in the movie. That's
great. Congratulations. You may
even be Dick Van Dyke. Maybe
not. But the fact remains that all
of a sudden Ellensburg and Roslyn
are -befog referred to as the Film
Capitals of Central Washington.
Hey, this could be the start of
something big. Do you suppose
they'll start making more movies
here? Maybe Irwin Allen will ftlm
Cud, a modern horror movie about
a herd of wild, untamed cows who
go hogwild against mankind (just
w~~n you thoughi_it was safe
go
~ack out to pasture ... ). Or ma~be

to

Give yourself
something beautiful
to remember the
valley by. ..
The Ellensburg Blue
Agate in handcrafted
•
settings.

Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl

925-9560

Dino De Laurentis could film
Dobbin, the Killer Pony, or Sam
Peckinpah could film The Wild
_Lunch.
.
Boy, you know it sure seems like
this movie is occupying a lot of our
time around here in E-burg.
Everytim.e "fsee someone i know·
all they can talk about is how they
saw Dick Van Dyke doing his
laundry, or eating vegetables, or
breathing, reading the paper' etc.,
etc. Whatever happened to the
good old days when people had
their own problems to worry
about? Remember the days when
you could pick up a newspaper and
not find stories about what stars
eat? Oh, I know, it's a lot of. fun
having them around and it's a new
experience and we should be
happy they're here and all that,
·but can't we be happy without
being obsessed? Can't we just let
them do their work in peace
without making it a regio~al issue?
Probably not. What Ii seem to
be noticing these days is a lot of
people taking possession of the
movie. They somehow feel that
since Kramer is filming/it in our
part of the country, we're part of
it. We're not. All that's going on
a group of ftlm makers are doing
their job here. ·They're not
planning to s<. ;tie down here, they
haven't fallen in love with the
country, and they probably can't
wait to get back to Southern
California (or wherever people like
that live). I don't know about you,
but I'm going to try to forget the
whole thing until it comes out so I
won't be, ahem, influenced adversely when I see it.
f

ti\ENJ INV. FOL
L.\F£

E~E:R\EN(E~

· Ken Munsell

Enjoy living
Flashf-The American economy they invade.
will still survive if you take a day
Other luxury items include hot,
off and go float the river!
classy, $6,000 cars and speed
All of a sudden it's a good hot boats.
Ellensburg summer with high
Ironically, these items are
temperatures, clear skies and a seldom enjoyed because their
demanding, broiling sun.
owners are spending too much
Throughout this spell of beauti- time working, trying to pay them
ful weather, thousands of Ellens- off.
burg residents will spend their·
A college-oriented audience
days indoors shuffling papers or
fixing a leaking carburetor. No reads the CRIER so just about
everybody reading this has a little
tans for them this summer.
The typical Ellensburger along . spare .time~ Most are here partly
with the average American because the college experience
throughout every corner of the offers a leisurely way to learn a
country will do his part to increase bit, read a few books and sit back
productivity and strengthen the and observe.
Unfortunately, many are also
.gross national product throughout
the beautiful summer weather this here to learn a specific skill that
will force them to become
year.
Why do Americans have this wage-earners for 50 weeks every
blind dedication to work in the face year for the rest of their lives. Oh
o-f wonderfu-1 -weather?
The how they yearn for that tiny little
answer seems to lie with one vacation every year!
Maybe on a hot summer day like
. overriding and all-consuming pastoday, it's time to re-evaluate our
sion: money.
Many people are workmg now . goals to find that it really isn't so
because they have to put food on bad to have a little less money and
the table and pay rent. This is a lot more time to think, read,
laudable. No one can question hike, float the river or whatever
those basic motives. It is clear · happens to be the most compelling
that food and shelter comes even interest at the qioment
If the people of the mid-twentibefore a sunny day.
For most, however, the essen- eth century, weaned on technology
tials of life can be provided with and the mass consumption society,
much less work. Anyone who use a little imagination, liberate
sweats and slaves 40 or more themselves from such artificial
hours a week for 50 weeks of the gadgets as camper trailers and
.. year, hoping for the prospect of a television, this could truly be a
better world.
·
:two-week vacation is crazy.
Well, there's no use wasting
Orice basic survival is assured ·
and a comfortable life is provided, your time reading the prose of a
most people work for luxuries. hack journalist; instead, go out
That is, big luxuries such as and swim around People's Pond
or sit back in your easy chair and
40-f~t ~a~p_er-trailers which are
not only not needed, . but are read some Shakespeare. Reward
monstrosities in the "wilderness" yourself for living.
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th e r1•vers1•d e
. DEAR EDITOR:

Ah, yes, the heat is back in the
valley and the humans are on the
river. Though I am a river rat, I
too follow the human exodus to the
river where we all jump in and
drift senselessly, often carelessly,
downstream. It's a great way to
spend a summer day. Riverfloating is a last remnant of free or
even cheap entertainment available to we of the space age and
rocketing inflation.
Last weekend I was visited by
Oregonians. Guests are always a
good excuse to float on, so we
headed up toward Cle Elum and
put in at the Teanaway bridge. To
shorten a long story I was embarrassed ··each time we stopped
along the banks. I realize that
Central is not the most liberal or
political college environment on
the West Coast but I had always
felt ·· that · a high degree of
environmental consciousness ex~
ists among this community. I don't
know now. Everywhere we
stopped, and we stopped four
times, we added another six-pack
of empties to our garbage scow in
tow. I don't even want to .talk
about paper and plastic products.
These Oregonians really lorded
it over me as to how the river
banks in Oregon are so clean. This
may or may not be so and it may or
may not be relate_d to Oregon's
policy of individual can & bottle
refunds. I for one would like to
believe that monetary values. are
not so deeply fixed in our culture
that we can't pack out our trash
just for the sake of keeping some
portions of this world beautiful.
. How m1,1ch effort does it really
take for someone to bring a
garbage sack along or even an old
cooler in an inner tube. Try it.
You may become so interested in
collecting garbage that you will
find ·new techniques in picking up
floating or sunken debris. You
may even find the process has its
own intrinsic values. Ye~terday I
plucked a floating Rainier can from
the water. Much to my delight Its
top had not been popped.
Obviously it was a wild one.
So, dearest editor, we have a
genuine disaster along the banks
of a beautiful river. Perhaps a
train wreck would eliminate .

I - .-. .

no longer ~e discarded along the
once beautiful places we no longer
respect. I cannot pretend to be so
cold as to be in favor of such
drastic means, but ... The earth is
our house and we know where the .
garbage cans are.

I

Gold~=ke ,,

M. R.

-

.

means of support, especially if you
become separ~ted from them.
..~~~ Protem is ~he ~ost abun~ant subs~ance m the hm~a~ body (18 ~o
When the river makes a turn, ~ 20 percent by weight). It is the maJor source of bmld1:11g material
the safest place is on the inside, i for the muscles, skin, hair, nails, eyes, teeth, blood, heart, lungs,
the water is slack and it is easy to !. brain and nerves.
be in · control.
The strongest
Protein is .of primary. importance in th~ growth and development
currents :ire on the outside, trees ~=~· all body tl~sues and.is needed to rebuil~ worn but or destro~ed .
a~d debris collect there, snagging I tissues. It is. essential ·for the ~ormation of hormones, which
ROGER THE ARTFUL DODGER river-runners as they pass. If you . r:, control a variety of body functions, such as growth, sexual
are ever in a situation where you
development, and rate o~ metab~lism. Enzymes, substances which
believe you are going to be ? spe~q up the m~ny r.ea~ti~s ":hich occ.ur throughout the body, and
trapped then make a move for , .antibodies, which aid m fig~tmg foreign substances in the body,
. shore or if it is too late then q are also formed from protein.
. .
abandon your craft and swim down
~rotein is one of the most i~p~rtant elements in the
to bottom so that the current will ;,;.; mamtenance. of good health and vitality. Because the body
carry you out and away from the
structure is largely protein, adequate protein intake helps
hazard.
.
maintain. youthful good looks by preventing reduction of mus~le
DEAR EDITOR:
These are just a couple of . i tone, wh~ch <:&uses the body to become ~oft and flabby. Protems
precautions that should be consid~lso assist m .the exchange of. nutrients between cells &
Now that summer is well under ered before running a river. There ;~ mterc~llular fluids and between tissues ~.the blood & lymp~.
way and river-running is frequent, are many ~nowledgeable people I P.rotem also ~elps prevent .the blood. and tis_sue~ from becomu~g
I find myself in awe at some of aroun~ as well as books and ~ eit~er too acid or to? .alkalme, ~n~ ~ids regu18:tion of the b.ody s
those participating. They joke magazines, so get answers so that I fl~1d bal8:nce. In a~d1t1on, ~rotem 1s unportant m the for!11atlon of
about being caught under branch- the next time you are on the river ".~~ milk du~mg lactatio~ and m the process of blood clo~tmg.
es or how their boat swamped it will be safe and fun. If I can be
Protem n.eeds are mcreased by such factors as .exercise, stress,
·
t
z:-;, prolonged Illness, surgery, pregnancy and nursing.
after being wrapped around a
f
· th e maJor
' · source of bm·id·mg mater1a
· 1 f or t he
. _ca11 me a. 962-2036 . Is.'. As we11 as bemg
rock. These were viewed as funny -o any service,
body, protein may be used as a source of heat & energy, providing
only because they escaped without PATTI BOGDAN
i four calories per gram of protein. However, this energy function is
any major injury.
;:~ spared when sufficient carbohydrates and fats are present in the
River-running, whether by kayak or canoe, raft or inner tube, is *PEACEFUL VALLEY! ~ diet. Excess protein, which is not used for building or energy; can
~~ be converted by the liver and stored as fat in the body tissues or as
like any other sport in that you
~ glycogen in the liver and then released into the bloodstream as
should master certain skills so that
FOODS
~ glucose as it is. needed.
it will be safe and fun. It becomes
~ - The digestion of proteins in excess of the actual bodily need may
even more important if you plan on
now has cold ; ~f leave toxic residues of metabolic waste products, which could then
being in an "altered state of mind."
~ contribute to self-intoxication and consequent disease; may be
It is an art to read the river, to · ;
iuices and
; ~; broken down into uric acid, urea, and toxic purines which
understand its currents and how
accumulate in the tissues and interfere with muscle & nerve
to use them to your advantage, to
summer produce ;
function. During digestion, the large molecules of proteins are
recognize potentially dangerous
~!~ broken up into simpler units called amino acids. There are
situations and get around them
:
lN THE PLAZA
twenty-two known._ amino acids, of which eight are termed
safely.
~i "essential" (with two additional amino acids deemed essential for
If you are not a swimmer or not_
childr~nl, oeinhg necessary for proper growth). They are termed
it~ essent1a as t ey cannot be manufactured in the body, but must be
M present in one's diet.
.
~~
The essential amino acids are: leucine, isoleucin~. lysine,
~ methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan and valine (with
histidine and argini~e being essentfai..f~r children). The remaining
~~;, amino acids are manufactured in adequate quantities within the
Excellent sandwiches, pizzas & /-----~ -~ ·Mexican food.
,,,.-:..- ~
:i--~
I~~~ "nonessential"
body .and are thus- termed "nonessential".
These
amino acids are: glycine, alanine, glutamic acid,
\ --- __':.,, - I proline, serine, hydroxproline, aspartic acid; tyrosine, cystine,
cold beer
~ii norleucine, hydroxyglutamic acid and d-iodo-tyrosine.
Foods containing proteins may or may not have--all the essential
~~~ amino acids present.
When a food contains all the es~ential
amino acids, it is called a complete protein food. Foods lacking any
one of the essential amino acids are termed incomplete protein
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Have a
safe run
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a complete protein meal from incomplete protein foocls i
!fI~ foo~:·obtain
it is necessary to combine foods correctly in order to be able to j
I

utilize the amino acids present; This is possible by combining any

..,~

~j

I ~~~~f!mf:~ar~~~t is adequate in those same amino acids (or I
II seeds
Basically, legumes (peas
beans) are complementary with · i
& nuts or grains, and grains are complementary either with
~~ food deficient or weak in any of the essential amino acids with

I

&

~~f

~WELCOME
If you are ne\N at Central \Ne invite
you to visit our dairy . Bring your
youngsters to see the calves.
Try our high quality milk

and other dairy products.
*Farm Fresh 2% milk 69ff- 1h gal.
*Farm Fresh Grade A 6 8 ff. 112 go I.
HIP Whole Milk
69ff. 1;2 gal.

.*

Food
coupons
accepted

For
I
Health's . .·

lllllE••
.Winegar's
w.
411

1&t•. -- 121-1121

· Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nich()lson Pavilion

~

legumes or milk products.
·
Generally, proteins of animal origin, such as meat or milk

I r:=~~1_;~~~~~o~~i;:lete ~~:tei.ns, ~bile
I

most plant foods are

Though recent nutriti_onal research has established that
vegetable prote.i1:1s are higher in biological value (the percentage of
;,~ absorbed protem actually used by the body) than animal proteins
and that raw proteins have a higher biological value than cooked
~'=~ proteins.
According to the Max Planck Institute for Nutritional Research,
~·
. Germany, numerous p1ant f oods also contain all of the essential
~:1 m
amino ~cids. Soybeans,'. sunflower seeds, sesame seeds, almonds,
Q pumpkm .seeds, ~nd peanuts a~e, among these complete proteins.
I The daily requirement for one s protein intake ranges between
t~ 20-60 grams, ~epending on which nutritional theory one follows.
The R.D.A. is 45-60 grams daily~ while other nutritionists'
~~ researc~ ~as shown tha~ 20-30 grams daily is a generous allowance.
A def1c1ency of protem may lead to abnormalities of growth and
~~~ tissue development, inadequate regulation of blood sugar levels, a
lack of vigor & stamina, ~ental depression & weakness,
accompanied by poor resistance to infection, impaired healing of
~~ wounds and slow recovery from disease, cessation of ovulation &
fail?~e to rep.roduce, and poor muscle development. An extreme
~'.:~ deficiency will lead to Kwashiorkor, characterized by stunted
~~ntal & physical growth, loss of hair pigment and swelling of the
~% JOmts.
The intake of protein may be beneficial for treating ailments
m such as: backache. colitis. diarrhea, edema, ear infection~ anemia,
- ~rou~, ne~ritis, monon~cleosi~, osteoporosis, hypoglycemia,
~~~ Jaundice, mfluenza, and msomma, among others.
~he proper functioning of all the bodily organs and the
i ~amt.enance of. good health depend on a sufficient intake of
~~~ protem. Accordmg to the latest research and empirical facts, the
I ·low animal protein-high natural carbohydrate diet holds the
~!; greatest po!_ential for optimum health, prevention of disease,
_greater vitality and extended longevity.
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The excitement of movie making
comes to Roslyn and Ellensburg

c

c

A REAL HAM-Dick Van Dyke hams Is up with Roslyn kids playing school
children In.Stanley Kramer's production of "The Runner Stumbles". Van

HANG ON KIDSl-Kathleen Quinlan, In nun's habit, talks to the children Hlmlng In Roslyn. Serious while
actually fllmlng: the movie's stars loosened up under the Influence of lrrepres~lble kids.

Dyke's gags keep both the kids and the acton looae.

( >

Story Qy Ken Munsell

• I

WANNA PLAY BALL?- Two extras from Roslyn In 1920's period costume
contemplate o fast game of baseball between takes.

(Cont. from page 1)
Noting the film crew shot the
same scene for hours on end, one
person, observing from the top of
' Barge Hall, said, "Can you imagine
doing those sticky love scenes 15
times." A companion replied, "It
would get a little boring~" But
that's what the film crew did; they
shot · the scenes from every
conceivable angle-over and over
again.
All this occurred in hot, broiling
95 degree weather. Van Dyke,
wrapped in layers of clothing,
dripped sweat and complained
about the heat.
He mugged and danced for the
crowc!, chain-smoked and appeared very nervous' between
takes. When Kramer talked to
him, however, he became all
business and very serious.
When the actors would film a
print (a scene good enough to
appear in the movie) Kramer
would yell, "print", the crowd
clapped, and the actors shouted.
Once Van Dyke exclaimed, "crackerjack, beautiful", in obvious
relief.
~
After the shooting, the ·actors
and film crew received a meal
courtesy of the Continental Catering Service of Burbank, California.
They set up a meal for 90 people in
the courtyard behind Barge Hall.
The movie crew also brought
their own dressing rooms, costumes & props, bathrooms and
generators in huge vans, parked
on 8th Avenue. They even
'brought a real-life Hollywood-style
director's chair in which Kramer
sat.
Soon, the movie crew will return
to Roslyn for more location
. shooting which will include the
climactic ·scene where Kathleen
Quinlan, as the nun, burns to death
in the ruins of her Catholic school.
This will be shot early in the
morning on a calm night to
minimize weather problems.

film. The story concerns a priest
accused of the murder of a nun
after she burns to death in a fire.
The children seemed happy
enough to play jump rope and star
in the movie at the same time.
They even continued playing after
the scene had been shot. This
prompted Kramer to ask them to
conserve energy for further
scenes. His advice was- unnecessary because of the exuberant
kids.
Between scenes, Dick Van Dyke
played with the children and told
them funny stories. In all, the
atmosphere was laid-back and
quiet.
When the scene shifted to
Ellensburg, the shooting continued in a low-key manner. The
actors joked with the crowd and
the watchers scurried around the
actors to take their pictures. The
younger people in the crowd
hovered around Dick Van Dyke.
He kindly acquiesced to taking
pictures with many of the
onlookers.
The older people . in the.
audience, remembering The Wiz·
ard Of Oz and other musical
triumphs, seemed most excited by
the presence of Ray Bolger. While
he didn't do a rendition of "Once in
Love with ·Amy", Bolger occasionally did a little soft-shoe for the
crowd between scenes.
Police cordoned off the area in
front of Barge Hall, used for the
scenes. They also stopped traffic
on 8th Avenue while the cameras
rolled; the production crew was
very concerned about noise levels
and the sounds of the crowd.
When a crying baby disrupted
the shooting and refused all efforts
by its mother to quiet him,
Kramer ran over to the crowd and
promised to contribute to the
baby's education if he would stop
crying.
The baby seemed
unimpressed.

0

[

t.
I

'

CAMERA! ACTIONl-Jlm Lewis, an amateudilm.maker from Seattle,
thought it would be fun to film the people filming a movie, so he fumped
.I

in his car and came to Roslyn for his '!acatlon. He found plenty of stars
and lots of action.
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The professional soldier's inagazine
BY LES FITZPATRICK
Need a book on gunfighting at
home? How about your very own
sentry-removal crossbow with a
300-yard range? Perhaps you'd
rather have a warm M-16 between
your arms.
Now with the Soldier Of
Fortune magazine, "The ·Journal ·
of Professional Adventurers," you
too can join the ranks of soldiers
for pay.
. ·This unique magazine, publishes!
bimonthly by the Omega Group,
LTD; out of Boulder, Colorado,
·provides all of the trade tools for
the professional soldier or for right
and left extremist groups.
Included in this magazine are
features on some of the _world's
renowned mercenaries and articles on such topics as proper ment
There are ads for .38 caliber
bombing techniques and guerrilla
blow guns with a range of 240 feet,
warfare.
Yes, Soldier Of Fortune has ads for long-play albums of famous
everything for the mercenary's war songs and marches, and even
needs, including machine guns, crossbow ads-which read, "Sentry
special "kill" knives, infrared night removal made easy."
There are countless ads for
scopes for high-powered rifles and
even electronic · bugging equip- books and manuals on such

St~dent acts
BY SARAH LECOMPTE
"It was fantastic working up
there" says Central student Lynn
Pike after her two-day stint as a
stand-in for Stanley Kramer's film
The Runner Stumbles.
An aspiring songwriter, Pike
had worked as a singer and model
in Arizona, but had no previous
acting or drama experience before
accepting the stand-in job.
While filling out an application
in the casting office, Pike was
offered a job as stand-in for
Kathleen Quinlan who has a
leading role in the film.
She
explained that stand-ins are
·chosen for their coloring, height
and build.

il11f!ff

3rd Anniversary Sale .
Continues
wimsuits & Coverups Sportswear - 30 % off
Catalina, Campus C.asuals,
Personal, Breckenridge

t. Michel

~

in fil1n

As a stand-in, she was required
to pay close attention to the ~ctors
as they rehearsed scenes. While
the actors studied their lines and
prepared for filming, the stand-ins
would repeat the action of the
scene slowly so the cameramen
could adjust angles, check lighting
& shadows, and practice moving
the cameras.
Though she participated in the
filming only two days, Pike came
to appreciate how difficult acting
is, as she watched Kathleen
Quinlan and Dick Van Dyke run
through scenes repeatedly.
"They would do a scene over and
over again until it was just right,
and then maybe they'd change the
angle and do it 10 to 15 times

J/)h/iJllJ

30% off JOO% Cotto

subjects as belQw-the-belt selfdefense, How To Kill, Volumes
One and Two, The Complete Book
of Knifefighting, Principles of
Quick Kill, and, of course, books on
brain-washing technique~.
· One ad for weapons, by the R.J.
Perry Associates, Inc.; claims to
offer countless varieties of "ma-

more."
Pike related one incident where
a scene required Kathleen
Quinlan's character to eat several
blueberry muffins. "She had to
stuff blueberry muffins down her
face for take after take. After
awhile, she had to leave the set,
stick her finger down her throat
and make room for mo.re takes of
the scene. It's not easy to. act!"
Another scene required the
actress to laugh on cue and sustain
laughter for a minute and a half.
Pike was able to help out by telling
her jokes between takes.
Pike enjoyed working with the
actors, especially with Dick Van
Dyke's ability to keep things light.
"Movie-making is a tense business," said Pike, "but when they
were filming, he was acting. The
minute the director said cut, he'd
ham it up. And I loved listening to.
him sing. Sometimes he'd just
burst out singing songs from Mary
Poppins or other movies.
"The guys on the crew were
really fun, they all wore T-shirts
with the names of previous movies
they'd worked on. And we were
fed very well.
· They had
everything they needed right
there, even a nurse on the set.
"Actually it was a lot of fun. The
pay wasn't that great, but better
than being a student. I told them
they could take me with them to
do another film. I mean, I was
' nobody important, I'm not even on
film, but it was fun, I enjoyed it. It
was a fantastic experience."
.

Dresses (short and long)
30% off
Junior pants - 30% oof
All weather coats· & iackets
30% off
-

Sandy Fairchild, Eunice Oswald, complete a four-year degree.
Heather McDonald and Sharon
The off-campus erironinent conMcFall all share one thing in sists largely of adults, usually in .
common with about two thousand their 30's. These students have
other people around the state.
full~time jobs, ·yet wish to
They are all enrolled in university complete their degrees. Helms
level classes offered through said the students are "very
Central's program.
goal-oriented. They know what
Last Fall Quarter, approxi- they want to study and go about it
mately 2,500 students were with enthusiasm."
enrolled in Central's off-campus
All of these programs are taught
program.
as evening classes. The only
The program is nothing new to difference is the physical location.
Central, though. The university
Many Central professors are
has been conducting continuing ·teaching off-campus classes as part ·
education programs for the past 30 of their regular work load.
years, but the degree program
Students enrolled in the prowas only begun in 1974; it is now· gram say that off-campus classes
offering extended degrees in 22 allow them · to complete their
areas
around
the
state. education without having to leave
"Extended degree programs are families.
Sandy Fairchild, a mother of
set up in communities where a
need for advanced education three, said she enrolled in the
(beyond the community college program because she was not .
level) is expressed," said Larry satisfied with "just a two-year
H;elms, Off-Campus Program degree. At the time, the only way
director.
I could continue my education was
He stressed that the university through the Extended Degree
does not interfere with the Program."
She said that she thinks the
community college ·curriculum but
rather enhances the Associate of older students challenge the
Arts program and allows inter- instructor's knowledge more than
ested students, who are unable .to .younger students do. "We ask
come to Central, an opportunity to different kinds of questions, partly
because we function in the real
. .
.
.
world."
The lack of -adequate library
facilities is a problem to the
students in some communities,
· "but ·when yo·u have a definite
goal, you learn to adapt," said
Heather 'McDonald, another student.
Central is planning to open a
new center in the Columbia Basin
area this fall.
·
Last November, citizens of
Moses Lake and administrators
from Big Bend Community College
met with Helms to discuss the
possibility of establishing a center
iri their area.
· "We see the extended degree as
. part of an educational career
ladder concept," said Carl Van
Doren, Dean of Instruction at Big
Bend.
.
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Check our 59c Roadrunner
Special. Available everyday.
For your evening dining try
our steaks & seafoods. Also,

store hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon. - Sat.
Bank Cards & Student Discount
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Students offered
special programs

CROSSROADS

pants, shorts, shirts, skirts, dresses

$5° 0

chine guns, automatic weapons Rhodesia, Angola and Italy, to
and related military ordnance ... name a few.
available to, the professional · Perhaps the most intriguing
adventurer and other qualified aspect of Soldier Of Fortune is the
extensive classified advertisement
purchasers."
Although some states, such as section in the back of the ·
Washington, have laws against magazine.
Among the more unusual ads
ownership of machine guns and
certain other automatic weapons, _a re offers for 11 by 17 inch
many do not. All one need do to "Wanted: Dead or Alive," posters·
obtain such an arsenal is pay the of ldi Amin. There's also an ad for
I.R.S. a $200 federal transfer tax real human skulls at $90 apiece,
. on top of the price of the weapon, ads for "Mere work in Africa," and
register the weapon along with several ads from 0 Mercs" looking
their fingerprints with the F.B.I. for work.
and the Bureau of Alcohol, . There's even an ad for night
Tobacco & Firearms and acquire a suits which include black jackets
State ID card giving approval for with hidden pockets along with
matching black pants and black
ownership of the weapon.
When these forms are com- hightop canvas shoes.
. Whether the U.S. government
pleted, the purchaser still does not
receive the weapon from R.J. has anything to do with the
Perry. Rather, R.J. Perry ships publication of Soldier Of Fortune
the weapon to a certified class-3 is not known but with five of the
dealer in the purchaser's home magazine's 24· editors having
· area and the purchaser buys the military titles, including the
editor/ publisher, who holds the
w.eapon from that dealer.
. A _Perry spokesman noted that title of Lieutenant Colonel, it
weapons are not only sold to seems likely that· the government
. mercenary groups ·but to several· plays at least a partial role in the
police and se~urity departments magazine's production.
One thing is known for certain,
around the <;.ountry as well.
- Soldier Of Fortune also publish- Soldier Of Fortune magazine will .
es articles concerning the "hot probably never get a Good
spot" fighting areas of the world Housekeeping Seal of Approval.
including articles on Zaire,
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Hendrix tribute electrifies Ellensburg
It's been said that the dead stay
dead. That's not quite true. Two
weeks ago the spirit & soul of
James Marshall Hendrix took form
and substance in one Randy
Hansen. The possession took place
amid dark voodoo mists conjured
from some faraway graveyard.
The wailful lyrics and wall-ofsound guitar pierced not only the
air but the reality of that night in
time and space. For an hour and
a half, the Ranch Tavern become
the Cosmic Egg and Randy
Hansen was cracking it by
directing electric crosstown traffic
at the outer shell. Those several
hundred initiates attending the
mystical resurrection were overcome and became part of the death
transcendent ritual. Musical
phrases like "I don't live today"
were heard, but the dimensional
reference point of origin remains
unidentifiable.

"I WENT TO THE PETE TOWNSHEND SCHOOL OF SHOWMANSHIP"Not missing a note, Randy Hansen went through enough
pyrotechnical maneuvering to amaze even the most critical
observer.

Now if all this seems a bit heavy,
then perhaps it might be sufficient
to say that the Randy Hansen
Machine Gun performance was
unique. Perhaps, also, it might be
appropriate to keep in mind that
certain levels of creative endeavor
and/or performing energy are
pointless to talk about; pointless
and anticlimactic. Hansen doesn't
play the guitar; he fondles it,
strokes it, does backward somersaults with it, makes love with it
and to it, throws it repeatedly into
the air, drags the strings across
his microphone stand, s~eps ·on it,
beats it unmercifully with his
guitar strap, and, in an act of
symbolic crucifixion, leaves his
guitar hanging by the neck from a .
nail as he walks from the stage.
Midway ·through the performance, Hansen leapt from the
stage and worked his way through
the dance floor while the audience
gazed . in eyes-wide-open-jawsdropped astonishment .. · All the
Hendrix mannerisms were there:
playing behind the neck and back,
with the teeth, between the legs,
and flailing in the air any limb not
being used at that particular
moment.
Hansen, a white 23-year-old
West Seattle native, is considera- .
bly smaller and less . menacing.

(when out of costume) than was
Hendrix. That has presented no
problems, however, for this career
move. He recently participated in
a West Coast tour that culminated
with Seattle Paramount Theater.
show which sold out at $5 and $6 a
ticket. As was Hendrix, Hansen is
left-handed, although Hansen
_plays__.!ighH1ande~:- !Je~s been
pl&ying guitar for the last 13
ye~s.
___ _ . -·
Shortly after Hansen began
_playing guitar, people would kid
him about "trying to be Hendrix."
At that time Hansen had never
·even heard of Hendrix, so a person
told him to give a listen to
Hendrix' first album e{!_titled "Are
You Experienced?" Hansen hasn't
been the same since then. "There
wasn't any sound like it aroundbut I liked it," he said. "I haven't
learned all of his (Hendrix') stuff'
but adds that "I've listened to the
records so many times I wouldn't
. even have to hear the record to
learn it."
There have been those embarrassing moments onstage for
Hansen, also. He sa~·s his most
embarrassing moment came as "I
w_a s playing in front of about _e ight
hundred people when I ripped my
pants out and had to jump up on
their tables (to play). I had white

"I DON'T LIVE TODAY"-Sang Hansen while In a trance-like state.
Most of those within listening distance of Hansen's recent
concert-dance performance found his statement hard to believe.

shorts on, though." He has had a
bloody nose on stage but said that
wasn't as bad as when, in a
performance in Alaska, "a lady
tried to puil me off the stage by my
ankles."
_
Hansen's energetic · performances haven't been without their
price, however. He says that after
some of his gigs "My bones ache.
I've got scars all over my body."
At times his equipment has
suffered as much or more than he
does. "There's a big hole in my
amp from where I smashed my
guitar into it. I was real sorry
because I was fond of the guitar. I
smacked myself in the head when I
threw the guitar into the amp. I
got four machine head (tuning peg)
marks in my forehead." Hansen
has maintained a humorous perspective on his act, nevertheless.
"I went to the Pete Townshend
School of Showmanship."
The intent that Hansen affixes
to his Hendrix-derived act is to
bring Hendrix' music "back to the
people, because he was gone
before it was worn out." Hansen
says that in the future, "We're
going to try to do our own stuff,
but we want our stuff to be as
powerful as _Hendrix."
Hansen envisions that his own
music will be "jazz, rock, and

blues," but above all "it will be
Hansen music." In addition to
Hendrix, Hansen is influenced by
guitarists Joe Walsh, Ritchie
Blackmore, John McGlaughlin and
."every blues player you can think
of."
One of Hansen's primary goals is
to "get the people jumping around.
The only two people I can think of'
that get wild on stage are Pat
Travers and ·Ted Nugent."
Needless to say, Hansen prefers
concerts over dances. With only
two other musicians in Hansen's
band, the pressure is on Hansen,
and he says he feels somewhat
"insecure being the only solo
instrument."
Hansen's respect and worship of
Hendrix as a musician reaches an
almost religious level philosophically and he seems very much in a
trance while performing. "Hendrix transcended music as we
know it." He says that "It'll
probably take about a year" to do
what he wants with his act before
he· goes on to playing and
recording his own original compositions.
With the talent and
energy that Hansen is able to
muster in his performances, music
may very well be transcended "as
we know it"-if Hansen has
anything to do with it.
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IT TAKES THREE TO TANGO-As big a name as Hansen Is making for himself, his backup musicians are always right there to provide everything
necessary to support Randy Hansen's driving version of Jimi Hendrix' music. Hansen's band is receiving critical acclaim everywhere they play.
Hansen, like Hendrix, came from Seattle.
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Sports/Recreation
Falconry a sport of responsibility ·
BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER
Besides football season coming
up this fall, hunting season is also
coming. There is one hunter who
doesn't use a gun, but a Cooper
Hawk instead, and that is Jim
Nelson. Nelson has ·actively been
into the sport of falconry for six
years, although his desire dates
back further.
Reluctant to give this interview,
Nelson was afraid that the article'
could easily be turned into
sensationalism, thus misrepresenting the sport of falconry and
upsetting more conservationists,
enviromentalists arid other people
· than need be.
"I'm not doing this as an
advertisement of falconry or
anything like that. rm ~oing this
more to try to bring an awareness
to the reader of what falconry is,
what it involves and the ·t otal
commitment one . must give to be
a falconer."
Asked how he first got
interested in birds of prey and the
sport of falconry, Nelson responded,' "My interest started when I
was in fifth gra.de. I 't!ad a teacher
that brought me into an_awareness
birds of prey. He had an owl and
I really liked the· idea of falconry
then: I didn't actually get my first
hawk until I was a junior in high
school. Before then I spent most of
my time reading about them. l .
never knew any falconers personally, which was a disadvantage to
me .. If you're going to be a falconer
it's not impossible to learn from
books, but it's so much better to
have an experienced falconer show
you the ropes of the sport. Nowadays · a person has to have a
5ponsor-:soineone who is a licensed
falconer and has flown hawks for
more than two years."
Commenting on what a "licensed
falconer:• means and how one goes
about getting a license, Nelson
said, "To be able to fly a hawk in
the United States one has to have
a license which is a combination of
a ·state and federal license. To be
qualified for this license one has to
take a test. I had my license
before one had to take such a test,
but as far as I know it's not a
true/false type of test. It is a test
where you've got to show the
game department you have the
. facilities to house a hawk, and that
you know enough about the

functioning and caring of hawks
that_you will make a responsible
falconer.
"After you've passed the test
you are issued what is called a no.·vice license. This restricts you to
flying two of the most common and
the most easily trained hawksthe American Kestrel which is a
small falcon and the Red Tail
Hawk which is a large Buteo
Rabbit .Hawk. You are restricted to fly one of these birds for a
two-year period. Once you have
proven you can handle that, you
are issued a general license that
allows you to keep hawks, except
for those two that are on the
endangered species list."
Asked- if the-spor:Coffalconry
has contributed to the endangered
. species list, particularly birds of
prey, Nelson replied, "Bald eagles,
golden eagles and peregrine
falcons are the birds of prey which
are on the list, and are definitely
not on the list because of fal~onry.
Probably the two main factors
contributing to their endangered
status are: hunters shooting them
and DDT. DDT is a chemical
spray used to kill insects, birds eat
insects and birds of prey eat other
birds.
So, they begin · to
accumulate this DDT in their
system which can do a lot of weird
things to them:-such as causing
the shells of their eggs to be too
thin and when the female tries to
incubate them they get cru~hed."
Commenting on what it is about
·the sport of falconry Nelson likes
so much, he replied, "The birds,
themselves, it's just really hard to
put into words the feeling I get
from birds of prey.
It's the
aesthetics of the birds I enjoy the
most. I think the most aesthetic
bird in falconry is the peregrine
falcon. The peregrine falcon will
ring up almost out of sight in the
sky, then it will wait, circling for
the game. When the falcon spots
the game, it goes into a
'combination of a headlong dive
and a flurry of wing beats so it's
in a vertical dive and a forward
.flight-with the flight ending by
the killing of the game bird, or the
prey escaping."
. Asked whether the aesthetic
beauty of falconry comes from the
flight and movement of the hawk
or from the kill it makes, Nelson
answered, "The aesthetic beauty
of falconry is definitely not the kill,
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Every falconer should have a scale·
and should weigh the hawk before
taking it hun\ing."
Asked how does a falconer start .
to train a hawk, Nelson replied,
"Well the first thing is to develop a
sense .of trust in the hawk, it must
know that you will not injure it ·

at least not for me. It's everything
involved, it's the hawk sitting on
my fist ... ready, it's her flying up
in the trees, perched looking
around, it's seeing her see the
game and the way she.. takes off
flying after it. And if there is a kill
of course that just puts a-

GETTING READY-Jim Nelson and hls,Cooper-Hawk Thorn·:;;f'fhuntlng
season this Fall. When not perched on Nelson's gloved hand, Thorn
preys on starlings, pigeons and English sparrows.
(Photo by Jody Daigneault)
·
topping on the hunt, but I'm never After the hawK feels that the man
·disappointed at my hawk, Thorn, if is not its enemy, you begin to
provide for it by feeding it when it
· she misses.
"'The falconer is totally responsi- doesn't make a kill. Trying to
ble for anything and everything make the ·hawk see you as an
that happens to his hawk. He is asset, a provider and hopefully as
responsible to maintain the hawk's a hunting partner. With my own
health, to see that it is hunting hawk, flying and training her was
regularly, thus fulfilling its pur- quite easy when I got the knack of
pose in life. A hawk should not be what made her tick. It took me a
kept in a cage, it must be kept in a · wh'ile to realize I can't do it the
mews, one that is big enough to way the book says, I have to do it
allow the hawk to open its wings. the way she wants. When training
and fly to its perch. A hawk's diet a hawk, much of the time you must
and weight are very important. If use your own innovations, taking
the ·hawk is overweight it might · the personal idiosyncrasies of j.;he
nc;>t feel like hunting when you. hawk into account. That's what I
take it out and then might just fly had to learn to do with Thorn~"
away, and then you lose your
Asked why Nelson considers
hawk. · If.the hawk is underweight falconry a sport, he stated,
it can be ill which makes it very "Because it is. Falconry is a true
susceptible_to injuries. My Cooper sport. In no other sport are the
Hawk has just recovered from a hunted and hunter as evenly
·broken· feg that was caused by a matched. There are no half
lack of calcium in her diet. You measures in falconry; either the
want your hawk to weigh what is game gets killed by tlie hawk or it
called. sharp set, this is the perfect gets away. The game is never left
weight. not too heavy or too light. . wounded ' or cdppled to suffer in ·
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pain, which can happen when
hunting with a gun. Falconry is a
natural thing, prey birds are
Mother Nature's weeding device.
They look for the old, weak, and
unhealthy game. Very seldom is a
hawk successful in catching a
strong healthy animal."
Asked why he thinks environmentalists and conservationists
are sometimes critical of falconers,
Nelson replied, "Because of labels,
people are labeled as falconers
who aren't, they weren't willing to
put in the time, the devotion, the
surrender it takes to be one. They
are labeled falconers because they
have hawks-and by no--means
whatsoever does owning a hawk
make one a falconer. All it makes
them are people who own hawks.
But because people are labeled and
people label themseh,7es, there are
too many people who own hawks
and say, 'Look, I'm a falconer.'
Unfortunately, certain conservationist groups do come up with
information about irresponsible
falconers and it's unfortunate that
people do exist who mistreat
hawks. Perhaps deep down they
would really like to be falconers
but certain lackings in their
personality, or whatever it i.s that
makes them irresponsible peoplethey are the ones . who open
falconry to criticism. If some
zealot conservationist group witnesses the actions of these irresponsib_le people who are labeled
falconers, it makes it easy for them
to say, 'Look, falconry is bad.'
. Falconry cannot be judged by the
actions of · a few · irresponsible
falconers, just like hunting with a
gun cannot be judged by the
actions of those who misuse guns.''
Commenting on · the a·dvice
Nelson would give someone who is
thinking about becoming a falconer and t;iking up the . sport of
falconry, he stated, "My first
advice to anyone considering
falconry as a sport is not to do it.
It involves too much time, energy
and patience to be a falconer, you
must make it a big part of your life
and it's tough. One is practically
married to the hawk, you're tied
down by it, you can't just get up
and go on a ski trip or float the
Yakima with your friends, you
always have to consider your hawk
and its well-being.
. "Getting into falconry means
you devote almost all your time to
it. While you have a hawk, your
life is the hawk, you're more of a
servant to it than it is to you. So,
unless you really desire to be a
falconer to the extent that you are
willing to put yourself into
· servitu'-~ to the ·hawk, I would
recommend you forget it. Now to
those who do intensely desire to
own a hawk, my first advice is to
find an experienced falconer to.
teach you. Spend a lot of time with
him and do a lot of reading about
hawks and falconry.
Also, a
falconer must be committed to
spending hours and hours alone
with his hawk. If you get a hawk
before you are mentally and
physically prepared to handle one,·
the chances are the hawk will die·
before· you can get prepared."

VIRGINIA'S
Special
summer sale!
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pants & tops.
200 112 E~ 4th
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BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER·
went in and when you expect to be insulating barrier once they got stream. Usually most streams, if to burn up fuel, trying to generate
This time of year seems to have out, and when leaving you are wet.
He felt that there are ·you follow .them long enough, will heat.''
·
the tendency of making us become. supposed to sign out. Also on the synthetic fiber-filled bags much end up in some civilization. When - Some of the progressive signs of
outdoor people involved in some sheet is a place for comments. For cheaper which hold their loft and going in the wilderness you shoula hypothermia are: shivering, loss
sort of outside activity.
example if you didn't find water insulating barrier much better . observe the terra"in . and environ- of alertness, loss of body coordinaKent Martin describes himself above the 6,000 foot level, ·when they get wet.
. ment you are passing through_; if tion & control and ultimately
as an accountant who likes to get everything was snow, you might
"Down is a better insulator and you do that conscientiously you unconsciousness. Apparently
out. Growing up on a ranch and write that down so the next person it compacts better, but only if it's are less likely to get lost.''
when a person is getting hypotherDuring the summer season some mia, the lowering of body
working on search & rescue teams, isn't going to wait to fill his dry. When the feathers get wet
Martin has been an outdoorsman ·canteen."
they compact into a mass and common health problems with temperature can be felt on the
for most of his life, and has been an
According to Martin it is not a when this happens the insulating backpacking are heat exhaustion surface of the trunk.
The
avid backpacker for eight years.
good idea to use snow for a value is lost, so more cold is 1 and salt depletion. To compensate temperature of the chest, abdofor this, Martin advises that the men and sides should be frequent"Backpacking is going out in the drinking liquid because ~ you have .penetrating irito your bag."
One of the factors involved in person should take in more liquids ly checked.
wilderness for a period of time, not to use your body heat to melt it
· "If you notice a person who has·
just a day hike in and out but for a and that's a waste of energy. Also, staying drier when it rains is the and put more salt on his food.
During winter backpacking the the signs, sto.p and make camp,
Look
night or two. It involves knowing eating snow for liquid can bring on placement of the tent.
how to make it enjoyable, and a hypothermia eondit!on much around and see where the water is health problems can be more find shelter for him and put more
what things you need to be safe, . faster, so it is recommended to going to run and from what' severe says Martin. "Hypothermia '·clothes on -him. If you don't catch
comfortable and happy.''
melt the snow on the stove and direction-it's a wise idea to set up ·is something to watcli · for. You the signs soon enough and the .
don't always know you are getting · person is unconscious, you will
Martin had a list of things a then drink it.
the tent on a knoll or ridge.
Asked what a backpacker hypothermia because your mind is have to try to warm him up with .
person needs when going backOn the list of equipment,
packing. First on the list were the concerning clothing, Martin had s~ould do if he finds himself lost, not capable of reasoning as well . your own body heat. Never try to ~
five essentials: a navigation wool marked by each article.
Martin answered, "I! a person gets when it's subjected to lower give an unconscious person liquids.
kit-compass and map of the area, "Wool is your best garment for lost the best thing he can do is find temperature, so your mind just
"Strip the person naked, take all
first aid kit, survival kit-candle, out-of-doors, bar none-period.
a good comfortable place and sit · isn't as mentally alert.''
your clothes off, get in a sleeping·
According to Martin, hypother- bag together and let your body
waterproof matches, knife, whis- . Wool fiber will not lose it's down. If you're wandering around·
tie, mirror, etc., extra food & insulating value when it gets wet you're expending energy and mia i$ a low~ring . of the body warm him up. · Once the person is
water and a flashlight. Martin has as much as cotto!l ~nc;l..genim will." probably getting yourself further temperature of the internal revived, you can st_a rt_.givj1.l__g l!_im
a rule of thumb where the person
Asked about picking out a pack, lost and confused. If you sit down organs. When body temperature anrt;J;iing.-~a~m t_hat__he'll __d~in~.
"I personally know of. one life
brings at least two quarts of Martin replied, "I recommend a , for a while and start to reason, you drops below the acceptable level,
drinking water and should refill full external frame pack with a may be ab.le to reason yourselfinto · systems begin to shut off, one· that was saved by this treatment.
after the other. Hypothermia is a 1It was a young girl on Mount
them when the opportunity .fairly large sack on it in which you getting back where you started.
·
presents itself.
·can put a lot of stuff. · It should Doing this YO!! are not wasting progressive illness of which one of Rainier." ·washin-gton has many beautiful
Some of the other equipment have padded shoulder straps and a energy or acting in a panic mood. the earliest signs is shivering.
_"When you have thought it all "When a person is shivering, the · areas to backpack in, so do it right
included on the list are: hiking padded hip belt and should be
smart and be safe.
boots that have been water- sized to fit you. If you have a long over and decided you are really · muscles in their. body are ~oving ,to enjoy-be
···--·· -·- - - -- - -·
proofed, backpack with frame, torso it should ·be a long-framed lost you should start thinking·
sleeping bag, foam pad, tent, stove· pack, if you're not long-torsoed it about finding some kind of shelter '
and wait for help to come. If the
with extra fuel, food, rope, socks, should be a short-framed pack."
pants, shirt, cap, parka or wind
Martin didn't think too highly of person went out without letting
breaker, toilet paper, personal . ' down sleeping bags. He thought anyone know that he was going, '
articles: toothpaste, toothbrush, they were too expensive· and were then he's in serious trouble. About 1
comb, soap, etc. Also during this not good at main~a!nin_g _ _ the~ _ . the 01?1Y: thing he can do is f<?llow a'
time of year Martin recommended
55
5
sunglasses, lotion and bug repellant.
''What you should try to do
when selecting the equipment
. you're going to take is visualize the environment you're ·going to
be in. The environment of the
Cascades is as variable as youil
find anywhere in the world. We
have pretty cool nights,.really hot
days, sudden rain storms and if
you get above the 6,000 foot level
you're apt to get in a snow storm
.in the middle of August.
"There is the California school of
thought which says the idea is to
go as far and as long as one can
with as little as one can. '
California's environment is not as
changeable as Washington's and
they also lose piore people per .
capita than we do, so I don't agree
.with their philosophy. If you've
got it-take it and if you · need
it-wear it-be comfortable."
Before anyone goes out backpacking, they should tell someone
OPEN 10=00a.m. to 5=00 p.m. 204 E. 4th
who is going to . stay baek in
c~vilization approximately where
they are going, how long they
expect to be gone and who they
are going with. Martin thinks the
ideal backpacking party is four
members. He doesn't recommend
-(j:
less than three, that way if
1
someone is injured and can't move,
one person can stay with the
injured member while the other
hikes out for help. Martin also
thinks -going backpacking alone is
/ just plain dumb and one is asking
for trouble.
There are lots of places which
·require that hikers .sign in before
they make a hike, like Mount
Stuart. "Stuart has a sign-in box
where you fill out the sheet
specifying the route you're taking,
members in your party, when you
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Putting the .l eader.hack
in cheerleader
Vern Larsen and his World.
Cheerleader Council staff are back
at Central again this summer
instilling some leadership techniques in today's high school
cheerleaders.
This is the
eighteenth year that the W.C.C.
has held its week-long conferences
on the Central campus (running
four different groups of cheerleaders through on four consecutive weeks) and the sixth year in
which Vern - Larsen has -been
charge.
Inthe words of Vern Larsen, the
cheerleaders come from all over
the state to "have the leader put
back into cheerleader. There are
drill teams that are intended to be
performers but cheerleaders are
supposed to lead cheers.
Each week the leadership staff,
made up of Washington State
teachers, teaches the some 500
young men and women cheers
composed by the staff themselves
with the eventual outcome being
2,000 Washington State cheerleaders using these cheers to
modify and adapt as they see fit.
The staff also teaches these young

in

people how to be the leaders of
their schools' student bodies-a
duty that the W.C.C. sincerely
feels they possess.
The entire week is planned out
for the cheerleaders with their time being taken up by classes in
leadership techniques, planning .
methods, with time allotted to
practice their cheers and routines
and basic athletic skills required to
execute many of the cheers taught
by the Leadership Staff.
"This (the W.C.C. session) is as
vital to cheerleaders as basketball
camps are to basketball players.
They are here to learn something."
The competition aspect that
used to exist at the Cheerleader
Council in years past has been
replaced with fellowship and a
sharing of a common goal-to
become better cheerleaders. The
cheerleaders in this state are
FlYING HIGH-Cindy Crawford and Mike
rather unique in that they lead
Chelves dlsl)lay some fancy ch. .rleadlng
both songs and cheers, which
techniques for onlooking students.
require different movements for
each. In other states the two
functions are split between two
sets of cheerleaders-one performMore noticeable among this
In general. the W.C.C. is
ers, one leaders.
year's conferees are the increasing
attempting to take the stereonumber of male cheerleaders.
typed cheerleader and change that
According to Mr. Larsen this is
into an image of a resourceful and
due mainly to changing stereohelpful leader who possesses a
types which previously inhibited·
great responsibility but who "is
young men from applying their
still not more important than
skills to a cheerleading squad. "It
anyone else." "Unfortunately,"
is also a direct result of the W.C.C.
Mr. Larsen admits, "some cheerConference.
leaders do suffer . delusions of
grandeur." The best counterA male cheerleader encourages
influence to that feeling is the male participation in cheering
fellowship and the example that
which in turn, brings a louder
Mr. Larsen and his Leaderresponse to the cheers all of which
ship Staff provide to the 2,000 plus
provides for a· psychological uplift
high school students who attend
and advantage for the home squad.
the World Cheerleader Council in
•
"After all," Mr. Larsen
recountWashington State each summe.· ~
ed, · "the first cheerleaders were
men."
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EASY DOES IT-Taking a leap In the air, Brett Mourj -pi-adleis a
bock tuck-off lhovlder stand.
.

STILL GOING-·STRON~Exclted and highly energized, cheerleaders attend thelr last pep assembly.
throughout the week GI cheerleaders consistently lef out screams and yells.
-

The excitement ana high energy level remains

